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ABSTRACTResearch in the environmental sciences often makes use ofdatabase provided by measuring instruments. Lack ofdetections or false readings are some important and naturaldrawbacks of their use.The finding of methods to solve these problems is requiredto improve the quality of the data and the analysis carriedout with them.A dynamic method to fill in the missing values of a dataset,from a network of automatic temperature sensors, was justpresented in the international literature.The aim of this paper is to suggest a way to improve thismethod and generalize it in some of its procedures.
KEYWORDS: reconstructing method; weather network;daily temperature; neural networks; regression trees.

INTRODUCTIONIn dealing with environment, often sets of data areneeded to analyze variables related to the concernedstudy argument. Sometimes these database are proneto have missing values or quality problems in general.These problems could exclude certain types ofanalysis or could lead analysis to have not veryreliable results. The search of a solution is desirable(Mahmoud et al., 2013; Zahumensky, WMO, 2004;Huising et al. ). Nowadays, a lot of internationalresearch papers, in the field of the AppliedClimatology, take care of these issues (Eischeid et al.,1995; Kemp et al.,1993; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010;Young, 1992). Recently, a new dynamic method waspresented, through the international literature(Tardivo and Berti, 2012), particularly to fill in themissing values that can be found in a dailytemperature database collected from a weathernetwork.This new method was thought to reconstructabsences of daily maximum, mean and minimumtemperature obtained from the values of a grid of 114

precision linear thermistor sensors of an ItalianRegion (Veneto). It is based on a dynamicmanagement of the multiple regression model withinthe dataset. The dynamic character is due to theparticular selection-system of the predictors and theuseful sampling size of the multiregression formulacarried out gap by gap (a gap is a set of temporallycontiguous missing values). A driving algorithm leadsthe multiple regression model inside the database tofulfill this task.In Tardivo and Berti's paper (2012) the dynamicalgorithm driving the multiple regression formula inthe neighbour of each gap was presented. From amodelling point of view, some generalization can beobtained. In our opinion it should be easily to deducethat a different model from the multiple regressioncould be applied during the progress of the drivingalgorithm. In this paper a formalization of this lastgeneralization will be presented. For this purpose aseries of mathematical symbols will be definedor/and used. Usually mathematical symbols "cut thereadership in half", but in this case, this symbolicexposure was retained desirable to explain theargument and to obtain a shorthand format. Thisopinion paper is strictly linked to the beforementioned article (Tardivo and Berti, 2012). Themethod of this article can be subdivided into twophases (Tardivo and Berti, 2013), for each gap andeach station: (1) the selection of the predictors and(2) an inference procedure (the before mentionedalgorithm) taking care of the choice of the samplingsize to be used in the final reconstructing multipleregression formula. The driving algorithm of thesecond phase is presented by Fig-01.In this opinion-paper, a mathematical translation ofthe second phase and a resulting generalization arepresented. This generalization makes it possible toundermine this phase from the regression model and
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give freedom to use any other model. NeuralNetworks model can be cited as an example.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

REFERENCE METHODThe Tardivo and Beri's method is based on multiplelinear regressions, using a set of surrounding stationsas regressors. The approach used for the selection ofthe stations and identification of the best period ofcoupling of reconstructing and target stations can besummarised as follows:1. analysis of the target station to identify a periodwithout gaps of sufficient length contiguous tothe gap to be filled preceding and/or followingthe gap;2. identification of two groups of stations(maximum 4 stations per group) that can bepotentially used for data reconstruction in theneighbourhood of the target station, oneconsidering data preceding the gap to be filled,the other group following the gap;3. selection of the period to be considered (beforeor after the gap);4. identification of the subset of stations, in theperiod previously identified, giving the bestcorrelation with the target station for the specificgap to be filled. The search is done considering allthe possible subsets within the selected group;5. identification of the best sampling size (length ofthe period used for data coupling) that minimisesthe reconstruction error;6. reconstruction of the gap.The procedure is then repeated for the subsequentgaps and, after reaching the end of the time series ofthe considered target station, for the gaps previouslyomitted for lack of a period without gaps of sufficientlength, using the reconstructed values previouslycalculated.For the present method the focus is in step 5.USEFUL DEFINITIONSHaving a finite sequence of real numbers,= ∶= { , , … , }, ∈ ,we define a contiguous subsequence of = :, = ,( , ) ∶= , , … , ( ) , ∈ ,≤ ( − + 1).Denoting by , the set of all , .

This definition is matched to the interval of the targetseries, contiguous to the gap and covering the futureor/and the past of the gap (Fig-01). can bematched to the period (Fig-01) and , to theperiods of length + (Fig-01; Tardivo and Berti,2012).Of course, all this can be defined also in the -dimensional space . In this case a vector notation̅ will be used to indicate the elements of thesequences; ̅ ∈ , for each = 1, 2, . . . , =( − + 1).This is to include also the series of the predictorsselected in the first phase of the method (Tardivo andBerti, 2013).For each , , and such that ≤ ( − + 1) afunction can be defined, in this way:: , → , ≥ 1 ( , ) ∶= ∈ .When the values and are setted we can write also( ) ∶= with = 1, 2, … , ( − + 1).We subdivide each contiguous subsequence intofurther two contiguous subsequences ( = + ):, =̅ , ̅ , … , ̅ ( ), ̅ , ̅ , … , ̅ ( )and we define two functions and :: , ⊲ → and : , ⊳ × → , > 1.
, ⊲ denotes the left-sub-subsequences (lss) of size, and with , ⊳ the right-sub-subsequences (rss)of size .This last definition is easily linked to the Tardivo andBerti (2012) method. The function corresponds tothe multiple regression formula. For eachsubsequence: (1) through the multiple regressionformula, over lss, a vector of coefficients was found( is the number of the selected predictors +1); (2)these coefficients are multiplied to the submatrix ofthe matrix belonging to , ⊳ , rss.This submatrix is obtained by excluding the values ofthe target series. In fact these target values aresimulated to assess the method.

CONCLUSIONSIn conclusion, our opinion is that and/or couldbe replaced by other types of models different fromthe multiple regression model. Possibly, thissubstitution could improve the reliability of the
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reconstructions and the performance of the drivingalgorithm.Examples of possible alternative models can be:Regression-Trees (Faucher et al., 1999; Burrows etal., 1995), Neural Networks (Kim and Pachepsky,2010; Kuligowski and Barros, 1998; Melek et al.,2008), etc., while mainteining the dynamic characterof the system (a specific selection of predictors andsampling size, for each gap), which is the mainadvantage of Tardivo and Berti (2012) approach.
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Fig-01. Progress of CV trials for every sampling size in the case of the selection of the period before the real gap.D =  (U-1) + T + I; I = maximum sampling size allowed; i = tested sampling size; U = number of CV trials; T =length of the gap (days). Each u represents a CV trial (from Tardivo and Berti, 2012).
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